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ABSTRACT 
 

The paper presents a preliminary study on the use of a deterministic adjoint flux calculation to 
improve source convergence issues by reducing the number of iterations needed to reach the 
converged distribution in criticality Monte Carlo calculations. Slow source convergence in Monte 
Carlo eigenvalue calculations may lead to underestimate the effective multiplication factor or 
reaction rates. The convergence speed depends on the initial distribution and the dominance ratio. 
We propose using an adjoint flux estimation to modify the transition kernel according to the 
Importance Sampling technique. This adjoint flux is also used as the initial guess of the first 
generation distribution for the Monte Carlo simulation. Calculated Variance of a local estimator of 
current is being checked. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Slow source convergence in Monte Carlo calculations is an issue that occurs in loosely coupled 
systems [1]. From the Whiteside “criticality of the world” problem to recent burn up 
calculations, it has been for long an issue in criticality calculations. Slow source convergence 
may produce underestimations of the effective multiplication factor and of the reaction rates. It 
also induce a high variance on local estimators. 
Criticality calculations are based on the power iteration method, and it is easy to demonstrate that 
all events governing the neutron flux can be broken down into a Neumann series, leading to the 
use of an iterative process to solve the Boltzmann equation: Givenφn the flux at the batch n, T the 
transition operator, C the collision kernel and S the initial neutron distribution given by the user, 
the power iteration process can be written as follows:  
 

φ0 = TS                                                                   (1) 
φn = TCφn−1                                                           (2) 
φn = (TC)n TS                                                         (3) 
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With notations of [2], kernels can be defined as: 
Probability that a particle leaving a collision at r’ will enter a collision in r about dr:  

T(r'→ r |ω,E)dr = σ(R,E)exp(−τ (R))dR                                   (4) 

τ(R) = σ (s)ds
0

R

∫                                                         (5) 

Probability that a particle entering a collision at (E’,ω’) leaves the collision at (dE,dω) around 
(E,ω) :  

C(r |ω ',E '→ ω,E)dωdE =
υ i, jσ i, j (r |ω ',E '→ ω,E)

j=1

m

∑
i=1

n

∑

σ(r,E ')
dωdE                 (6) 

The effective multiplication factor is then defined:  

∫
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                                                       (7) 

where F is the fission operator. 
 
A Monte Carlo eigenvalue calculation (criticality or reactor configurations) performed by the 
power iteration method consists in simulating batchs of neutrons. Neutrons of one batch are 
simulated from birth to death, and fission sites are kept. Then the next generation is sampled 
from these fission sites and simulated until their death. This is referred to as a Markov chain 
Monte Carlo simulation. This procedure induces a correlation between generations that may 
generate bias in the statistical estimators produced by the simulation code. 
 
Since initial source is unknown, criticality Monte-Carlo calculations rely on two steps of 
convergence. The first one consists in converging neutrons in phase space. The second one is the 
statistical convergence to reach the desired standard deviation. In general, regardless of initial 
positioning, a population of neutrons will eventually converge on a spatial distribution that 
remains stable from one step to the next. However, in geometries where certain fissile units 
contribute significantly to system reactivity and are loosely coupled to other fissile volumes (e.g. 
assemblies in which the irradiation profile is taken into account, models of very large 
installations such as reactor cores, etc.), this correlation between steps, associated with other 
parameters such as an insufficient number of source neutrons or inadequate placement of these 
neutrons in the first generation, can lead to incorrect keff and reaction rates values. 
 

First convergence stage is over when the neutrons distribution is stationary between generations. 
More or less robust criteria to detect stationarity for this type of simulation have been developed 
and implemented in criticality simulation codes. The number of cycle needed to converge is 
determined by the dominance ratio and the closeness of initial guess to the converged 
distribution [3]. Dominance ratio is the ratio between the two first eigenvalues of the transport 
operator. Several techniques have already been developed to improve source convergence such 
as Super-History Powering, Fission Matrix Acceleration, Stratified Source Sampling [4]. This 
paper presents a method based on a Zero Variance scheme using the Importance Sampling [2]. 
The general idea is to give preferential treatment to more important region. For the time being, 
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only the transition kernel has been modified according to a technique already used in fixed 
source calculations [5]. The adjoint flux is used as the importance function in the Importance 
Sampling method [6]. As a deterministic adjoint flux is imported in the Monte Carlo calculation, 
we will take it as the initial distribution in criticality calculation. 
 
Since the effective multiplication factor converges faster than the source distribution in a system 
where the dominance ratio is high, the source distribution convergence cannot be checked using 
only the keff convergence criteria. Then, in order to assess the convergence of the source 
distribution, the Shannon entropy will be used [7].  
 
The proposed methodology was implemented in the Monte Carlo module of the DRAGON code 
[8]. Calculations were performed with a multigroup (295 groups) approximation and using the 
Woodcock delta-tracking method [9]. 
 
 

2. USING THE ADJOINT FLUX 
 
In order to improve the convergence of the source iteration, a coupling between a deterministic 
and a Monte-Carlo code has been made. Here the Sn transport module of DRAGON has been 
used to produce an adjoint solution to the test case. The use of the adjoint flux computed by a 
deterministic calculation requires to superimpose a spatial grid to the geometry model of the 
stochastic simulation. 

2.1. Modifying the Transition Kernel   
 
The integral Boltzmann transport equation is given by:  
 

φ(P) = K(P '→ P)φ(P')dP'∫ + q(P)                                    (8) 

with K the transport kernel, P the position in phase space, q the source of neutron and φ the 
neutron flux. The Importance Sampling method was used to modify the transport kernel. 
Multiplying the previous equation by a strictly positive function V that describes the importance 
for the chain reaction, we get:  

φ(P)V (P) = K(P '→ P)
V (P)

V (P ')
φ(P')V (P')dP'∫ + q(P)V (P)                 (9) 

This leads to a transformed equation: 
ˆ φ (P) = ˆ K (P '→ P) ˆ φ (P')dP'∫ + ˆ q (P)                                 (10) 

where:  
ˆ φ (P) = φ(P)V (P)                                                         (11) 
ˆ q (P) = q(P)V (P)                                                         (12) 

ˆ K (P'→ P) = K(P'→ P)
V (P)

V (P')
                                              (13) 

In this modified equation, the number of neutrons emerging at P from an event at P’ is altered by 
the ratio V(P)/V(P’). This modification of the kernel can be treated in the Monte Carlo 
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simulation through a change of the statistical weight of particles. Numerically, this adjustment is 
performed by using splitting and russian roulette techniques:  
 

For 1
)'(

)( ≥
PV

PV
 , particles are created (splitting), 

For 
V (P)

V (P')
<1 , particles are killed (russian roulette). 

Estimators’ conservation requires the statistical weight to be modified according to the kernel 
transformation: 

W (P) = W (P ')
V (P')

V (P)
                                                    (14) 

In order to implement this scheme, geometrical splitting and roulette was chosen. As this process 
is independent from the weight of the particles, very high values of the scoring weights may 
occur for specific collisions. Then, basic weight window facilities have been implemented to 
moderate this issue [10]. As discussed by Coveyou et al. in [6], the adjoint flux is used as an 
importance function. This is a zero-variance scheme, however practically the zero-variance 
cannot be obtained because of discretisations made to solve the adjoint or direct transport 
equation.  
 
In the fixed source version of this algorithm, the source term is biased according to the adjoint 
flux and an advanced weight windows facility is used to control weights [5]. In this preliminary 
study, we were more interested in improving the source convergence and reducing the variance 
of local estimators. So as a first study, we only used the splitting part of this method, and a 
Russian roulette on the weight of the neutron. 
In criticality calculations, the source term is sampled among the fission distribution of the 
previous batch. As the investigation and implementation of these procedures would require 
significant modifications in the code, only a basic weight window was initially developed. 

2.2. Distribution of the First Generation 
 
In a Monte-Carlo criticality calculation, the initial position of the neutrons used for the first batch 
is a major parameter for the number of iteration needed to reach the stationary distribution. So 
we used the adjoint flux ψ* imported from the deterministic solution as the initial distribution in 
order to minimize or avoid the transient phase. This approach tends to distribute neutrons in the 
most important regions. Only spatial distribution is biased. The distribution used in each region i 
is:  
 

ni = βiN                                                                (15) 
Where  
- ni the number of neutrons in region i 
- N the total number of neutrons per batch 
- βi  the following ratio :  
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Since the adjoint flux provides informations related to the reactivity of different parts of the 
systems, an ”adjoint-weighted” distribution is a better estimate compared to the use of point or 
uniform distributions. This might be helpful to avoid bad source initialization by the user. A bad 
guess of the first distribution might induce biases for keff or reaction rates results, and a larger 
number of batches to achieve a correct convergence. It can be viewed as an automatic 
positioning for the neutrons of the first generation. This reduces the intervention of the user in 
the Monte Carlo simulation.   
 
 

3. FIRST VALIDATION OF THE DEVELOPMENTS 
 
The test case chosen is extracted from [11]: The weakly coupled configuration is obtained by 
separating two fissile units by a large region of water. The characteristics of this case are 
summed up in the table I and figure 1:  
 

Table I. Material specifications (at/b-cm) 
 

FUEL 
H 5.9347E-02 

N 2.1220E-03 

O 3.7258E-02 

U5 7.6864E-05 

U8 6.8303E-04 

WATER 

H 6.6658E-02 

O 3.3329E-02 

 

 
Figure 1. Problem Geometry 
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Similarly to the reference calculations done in [11], an uniform (or flat) initial distribution over 
space has been first performed. 
 
Using the adjoint flux positionning approach as the initial guess leads to the first neutrons 
positions plotted on the figure 2:  

 
Figure 2. Positions of the initial neutrons using an adjoint deterministic calculation 

 
Some neutrons are placed in the water because the adjoint flux is not equal to zero in this region. 
 

 
Figure 3. Distribution used for the initial neutrons positions 

 
 
Batchwise maximum and minimum of Shannon entropy calculated with 38 different seeds for 
the random number sequence is plotted on figure 4. According to [12], it gives us a 90% 
confident interval with a confidence of 90%. 
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- Uniform distribution is in green 
- Distribution according the adjoint flux is in red 

 
Figure 4. max and min of Shannon Entropy vs. batch  

 
We observe a reduction of the number of iteration to converge to the stable distribution for the 
case of the automatic positioning compared to the uniform distribution. 
 
We now look at the current in the middle of the water gap. Currents to the right (called positive 
current) and to the left (called negative current) are used. Currents in terms of neutrons weights 
(as opposed to counting the number of neutrons that cross the surface) have been counted.  
 

 
Figure 5. Definition of positive and negative currents 
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Results are summarized in table II and III. 
 

Table II. Comparisons for the positive current. 
 

Splitting classical simulation   
Number of 

batchs mean std deviation mean std deviation 
relative difference of σ 

(%) 
300 68.2 23.07 71.3 33.7 32 
1000 69.1 20.8 69.8 25.2 17 

 
Table III. Comparisons for the negative current 

 
Splitting classical simulation   Number of 

batchs mean std deviation mean std deviation 
relative difference of σ 

(%) 
300 52.0 19.4 55.8 31.9 39 
1000 52.8 18.2 53.7 23.2 22 

 
 

A significant reduction of the calculated variance is observed. The use of importance sampling 
(without the Russian roulette) is really time consuming. But the development of roulette should 
allow to reduce significantly the calculation time. 

 
The Shannon entropy of the simulation using the importance sampling has also been studied, but 
doesn’t bring much information on the variance reduction.  
  
The table IV presents the results concerning keff in different cases 
 

Table IV. Effective Multiplication Factor for each configuration 
(n××××N= 2000××××600) 

 
Case Keff Standard deviation (pcm) 

uniform 0.93362 80 
Adjoint placement 0.93267 82 

AP + Splitting 0.93352 83 
 
We notice that there is no benefit on standard deviation for the Keff value with the splitting 
approach. Work is in progress for a better understanding of the origin of this issue. The fact that 
the approximate zero-variance scheme is not complete is suspected to be responsible for that 
issue. We are currently working on completing the zero-variance scheme by adding a Russian 
roulette and biasing the source of neutrons at each generation.  
 

4. CONCLUSIONS  
 
Two techniques relying on the adjoint flux have been investigated in order to improve 
convergence in Monte Carlo criticality calculations. Similarly to source-detector problems, an 
adjoint sampling method has been implemented to modify the transition kernel in order to raise 
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the convergence order of the Monte Carlo process. The adjoint flux also serves to initialize the 
source distribution in order to reduce the fission source convergence. 
 
These methods need to be completed and validated on other cases where convergence is a 
problem. In our future work, we plan to complete the zero variance scheme by using the Russian 
roulette and biasing the source term of each batch. Other methods of using an adjoint flux are 
being explored like advanced weight windows facilities, adjoint weighted functional for the keff 
[13] and biasing the collision kernel. Validation on other configurations is planned like a fuel pin 
with high burn up or reactor cores. Implementation of these developments in the full 3D Monte 
Carlo code MORET [14] is also planned. 
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